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Abstract
Traditionally, the opportunity for employers to hire an individual with a formal, higher
education in User Experience (UX) design has been rare. Due to lack of educational opportunity,
the vast majority of professionals in the UX industry have pivoted into their current positions
from relatively unrelated fields. With the rise in educational opportunity for prospective user
experience designers to receive a formal, higher education in a related field such as Interaction
Design (IxD) or Human-computer Interaction (HCI), employers will be faced more frequently
with the opportunity to hire new UX designers from both bootcamps and universities. Currently,
potential candidates from both backgrounds are considered for the same level of positions. The
purpose of this study is to gather more data about how well both types of programs create
competency breadth and depth in their graduates in preparation for fulfilling job requirements.
To do this, an analysis of ten different programs was completed, extrapolating data about the
competencies taught in a program and how much time was devoted to delving into each skill,
competency, or topic. Upon analyzing and comparing this quantitative data between program
types — namely bootcamps and bachelor’s programs — analysis was then competed to compare
these programs with the breadth and depth of competencies which UX internship and entry level
job postings were asking for. This research helps identify the similarities and differences
between UX bootcamps and UX bachelors degrees especially relating to the breadth and depth of
competencies taught. It also reveals how well these programs prepare their students for meeting
internship and entry level job requirements. This information is meant to inform hiring managers
in the UX industry to help further delineate requirements for different levels of UX positions and
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encourage a mental separation in the UX community between the superiority of formal UX
education against the alternative route of rapid, substitute education through bootcamp programs.
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Introduction
How manys websites do you visit each day? How many apps are currently
installed on your phone? Combining data from the Google Play Store and the iOS App Store, an
average of 3,694 apps are released every single day on the two platforms. (Store Stats for Mobile
Apps) While many of us don’t often consider exactly how these digital products come to be, the
creation of these apps and websites often requires the efforts of professionals in many different
disciplines. The title “developer” is fairly well known and many would associate this position as
critical to creating applications, but it’s strategic counterpart, User Experience Designer (UX)
remains an enigma for many who hear its name. Just as an architect designs a home before it is
constructed, UX designers strategize the organization, structure, and experience that a digital
product offers its customers.
Traditionally, the opportunity for an individual to receive a formal, higher education in
UX design has been rare. This lack of educational opportunity stems from how quickly the
industry has grown in recent years. Because the industry has only recently become popular, the
vast majority of universities haven’t offered education in UX. UX design has existed under
various names for at least three decades, but has grown rapidly in popularity with the demand for
digital products. These two circumstances — lack of educational opportunity and rapid growth of
the UX industry — have created a scenario where the demand for UX designers has caused
people veteraned in other careers to transition into becoming designers, thus the vast majority of
professionals in the UX industry have pivoted into their current positions from relatively
unrelated fields. On a similar note, even with the migration of professionals in other fields to UX
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design, there is still a larger demand for designers than there are enough individuals to fill the
many open positions. To compensate for this void, hundreds of UX design bootcamps have been
created and are rapidly pumping out designers.
Bootcamps — historically used in the military to quickly train new recruits — are a
common alternative education option offering cheap and fast training. These bootcamps exist for
the UX industry mainly in an attempt to help individuals transitioning from unrelated fields gain
a quick education as well as to help people with no educational background quickly make their
way into becoming UX designers.
As the industry has grown, so have formal educational opportunities. The majority of
universities are beginning to offer courses focused on UX and many have even developed full
programs in UX or its related fields of Interaction Design (IxD), User Interface Design (UI), or
Human Computer Interaction (HCI). With the rise in opportunity for individuals to receive a
formal education in UX, there are likely going to be ramifications on the industry, especially in
relation to the job opportunities for people graduating from UX design bootcamps who have no
prior formal education. In the current state of the industry, designers from bootcamps and
individuals pursuing degrees in unrelated fields make up the majority of UX design interns.
Designers from these circumstances also fill a significantly large portion of entry level UX
positions. As a result, the few designers currently entering the field with UX degrees levy for the
same positions as those without this specialized education.
With the rise in educational opportunity for prospective user experience designers to
receive a formal, higher education in User Experience Design or a related field such as
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Interaction Design or Human-computer Interaction, employers who traditionally only received
candidates with education in an unrelated field or from a bootcamp will more frequently be faced
with the opportunity to hire new UX designers from both bootcamps as well as candidates with a
formal, higher education in UX Design. In an industry with leadership predominantly coming
from unrelated fields who have traditionally viewed candidates with formal education on the
same playing field as candidates from bootcamps, what will the response be to an influx of
designers with degrees in UX design?
With a growing number of comparatively highly qualified candidates, I predict the
industry will react by slowly — if not hesitantly — beginning to hire potential UX designers
with degrees in UX at higher levels than candidates from UX bootcamps. The result will
essentially be three types of designers occupying intern level positions. These designers are those
who are currently pursuing a degree in UX, but have not graduated; bootcamp graduates; and
some professionals pivoting from other industries. Entry level positions will be reserved for
designers with UX degrees, designers who have completed one or more internships, and some
professionals who are pivoting into UX from a related field such as graphic design or
psychology.
My reasoning for this prediction is due to the distinction between the qualifications of
bootcamp graduates against the qualifications of UX bachelor's degree graduates. UX bachelor’s
degrees provide both a broad and encompassing knowledge as well as a level of depth superior to
what can be cultivated through the combination of experience in a bootcamp coupled with entry
level work experience.
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Though this is an extremely understudied subject, there is a reasonable amount of
research on the effects of bootcamps in general; specifically coding bootcamps. In the article
“Demographic Shifts in Educational Demand and the Rise of Alternative Credentials” by Jim
Fong, Peter Janzow, and Dr. Kyle Peck (2016) a thorough description is given of why alternative
educational opportunities such as coding bootcamps came to fruition initially and why it has
become an increasingly desired route for millenials. Fong et al (2016) focus their research on
what effect these alternative, non-traditional programs will have on the educational marketplace.
“Triangulating Coding Bootcamps in IS Education: Bootleg Education or Disruptive
Innovation?” by Waguespack et al (2018) describes how a shortage of app developers and
computer systems engineers lead to the need for coding bootcamps and further builds upon Fong
et als (2016) argument, but expands the idea that alternative programs are good for millenials and
demonstrates how bootcamps have also become a means for seasoned college graduates to
transition into development positions. Kyle Thayer and Andrew Ko in “Barriers Face by Coding
Bootcamp Students” (2017) investigated the effects of bootcamps on students, particularly for
individuals who missed development education opportunities earlier in life. In their study, they
found significant financial risk involved with attending a bootcamp later in life due to time
commitment and cost, concluding that such a route could take participants multiple courses and
over a year to see profit. These studies all focused on bootcamps for individuals focusing on a
development career path.
To contribute to the conversation and open it to user experience designers, Gülşen Töre
Yargın, Sedef Süner, and Aslı Günay in “Modelling User Experience: Integrating User
Experience Research Into Design Education“ (2018) investigated the rise of the UX profession
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and how most professionals in the industry have little to no formal training in a related field.
Yargın et al concluded that the UX industry is at an important crossroads for UX education to
become more common among future UX designers and suggests courses and programs to fill this
need.
While all of these articles discuss bootcamps and their benefit on participants, none of the
research conducted in preparation for this study has revealed studies on how well UX bootcamps
prepare students for filling UX designer jobs in intern and entry level positions. As well as
having little research done on UX bootcamps ability to effectively prepare potential future UX
designers for work, there is even fewer research done comparing UX bootcamps to UX
bachelor’s degrees. Thus, my approach to this topic is an effort to begin filling a research gap
and to add to the academic conversation relating to education and user experience design. This
study will focus on the breadth and depth of knowledge provided through various programs both
bootcamps and bachelor’s degrees. The goal of this study is to compare the level of competence
in bootcamp graduates and in bachelor's graduates against what the industry is asking for in job
postings for both entry level UX designer full-time positions and internships. To accomplish this
goal, data was collected from information provided by various UX bootcamps, universities with
UX programs, and UX job postings to create a comprehensive comparison of competencies to
provide a greater understanding of the breadth and depth the different programs provide and how
that relates to requirements listed by companies in their job postings. To narrow the scope of this
study, I’ve limited the data I synthesized to data collected from programs and employers within
the United States of America.
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To begin this paper, the history of bootcamps, formal education, and the UX industry will
all be briefly explained emphasizing on how the three topics interrelate and what role education,
or the lack thereof, has played in the UX industry and filling the job demand. Then the current
state of education in user experience design will be expounded upon. Following that, the
planning and execution of this research along with the results of the study will be described in
detail.

Historiography
As long ago as armies were formed, militaries have used basic training, otherwise known
as “bootcamp” to turn civilians into soldiers and prepare them for war. While this strategy is
used consistently to maintain armies, even during times of peace, bootcamps often reach their
full potential during times of aggressive, rampant, and expanding war. In recent history, we can
look back to the use of bootcamps during the Second World War. In 1939, the United States
Army had only 174,000 troops, but in a few short years, they expanded the Armed Forces to
more than 8 million soldiers. This rapid expansion of the Army was facilitated by bootcamps.
With a desperate demand for a large army, civilians were drafted into the Military and within a
few weeks would leave basic training ready for combat thus allowing the United States to rapidly
increase their number of troops. This scenario created a template that has now been replicated by
various industries, most notably being the software industry.
In the last two decades, as technology has evolved to become one of the largest industries
in the world — encompassing and elevating all other fields — the need for software developers
rapidly grew as well. Though there were universities with programs in Computer Science slowly
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churning out new developers, in a short amount of time, job demand for developers soared past
what university output could possibly supply and companies experienced a subsequent talent
shortage. Seeing the rising need for software developers, coding bootcamps quickly sprang into
existence to accommodate for this massive talent gap. Bootcamps became a good alternative
education program for prospective developers entering the field with no prior higher education
experience as well as those who wanted to pivot from an unrelated field into development. While
software development seems to be the first professional industry outside of the military to
successfully use this bootcamp format to fill a talent shortage, this trend quickly spread to other
fields eventually including UX. Rein (2017) summarized this history well in stating:
“[Bootcamps] started out as a response to the talent gap in disciplines like web and
software development, but subsequently included other highly in-demand skills such as
UX design, UI design, digital marketing, data science and many more.
When online web development bootcamps had a breakthrough, they were considered
revolutionary; challenging traditional education, filling the talent gap, and fixing the
shortages that companies face when trying to hire tech talent. This was followed closely
by other professional training such as UX training and UI training.”
Though one could easily look at the use of bootcamps in both software development and
UX as parallel epochs, a large factor distinguishes the two. Whereas software development
bachelor’s programs could commonly be found prior to the boom in job demand, as the demand
for UX designers has rapidly increased, there were previously very few UX programs available
and those in existence were typically masters programs. Though the principles and skills
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surrounding UX have been an integral part of the tech industry thus far, UX as a specified
profession remains a relatively new community especially revolving around education. There are
only roughly fifty UX related programs taught at universities in the United States — most of
which only offer certificates. When compared to the more than 48,000 students who graduated
with a degree in CS back in 2003 — only topped by the 49,000 who graduated in 2015 — it
becomes obvious that software development had a fairly established history of traditional
education leading up to the rise in demand (Loewus 2017)
Though the skills, competencies, and positions had been around for years, the term “user
experience” wasn’t used to describe a role until Don Norman coined the term in 1993 while
working for Apple. Even after the job title was created, according to Google Trends, national
interest in UX design didn’t even begin until late 2007.
While in most industries, the workforce has formal education in that particular field, UX
design is heavily populated with professionals originating from many different backgrounds
having had formal education in fields such as psychology, graphic design, and computer science.
Many UX designers even have degrees in completely unrelated fields. A significant percentage
of UX designers don’t even have any formal education at all.
There are hundreds of UX bootcamps throughout the United States, however, the most
popular and highly rated are often held only online. UX design degrees are slowly being
introduced to universities, but as was mentioned earlier, there are only around 50 universities in
the United States offering degrees in UX design, IxD, UI, or HCI.
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Strategy, Planning, and Execution of the Quantitative Study

Methodological Considerations
Before beginning the research, several acknowledgements had to be made. First, whether
referring to bootcamps or bachelor’s degrees, each program is different. Initially, it might be
assumed that most UX programs, but as found in “There Is No Such Thing as an Interaction
Design Degree”, there is no actual consistency in what is learned in UX and IxD degrees
(Dunford 2018). With bootcamps being completely privately owned businesses involving far
fewer bureaucratics, it is safe to assume an even greater diversity among what is taught in
bootcamps. Subsequently, there is a level of understanding that direct comparisons between
programs may not be of the highest accuracy. While attempts will be made to combat this in
various ways through this study, recognition of this imperfection is critical. Secondly, not only
are the competencies taught and skills developed in these programs different, but how well the
organization provides its information also varies. While some institutions were expressly clear
about exactly what is taught, the credit hours required to graduate, expectations of time dedicated
per credit hour by the student, and the competencies that will be accumulated as a result, other
programs provided next to nothing. Hours were spent researching and selecting the schools used
in this study, yet there are still imperfections among them. Third, though many hours were spent
creating the scales whereby these programs are compared, still there are imperfections among the
methodologies used. This is due, in part, to the necessity to dedicate time to other aspects of the
study. Multiple versions of the scales were created and refined through trial and error. With that
in mind, that the final system used in this comparison is of sufficient quality for this study.
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The plan for the research was to gather data into several different tables. This began with
the collection of data on bootcamps. At first, only the names of various well-known bootcamps
were collected. The data table was then expounded upon with program location, title, length,
prerequisites, features, and competencies. Originally, the table was populated with data for ten
different bootcamps, but it was found that there were several bootcamps in the dataset that would
make comparisons difficult, namely, ones with prerequisites mandating a minimum of 1 year of
documented professional experience in a UX related field, or similar prerequisites. These
bootcamps didn’t fit within the spirit of the study because potential students would’ve had more
experience in these scenarios than in the comparison we’re attempting to make. Several 4 week
bootcamps were also removed because their competency depth levels were outliers even among
bootcamps. After some refinement, the list of bootcamps was narrowed to the top 5. The
following are the bootcamps used in this study:
● Bloc. An 8 month, self paced program available online.
● Ironhack. A 9 week program based out of various global locations, including one in
Miami, Florida.
● General Assembly. A 12 week program based in dozens of cities throughout the United
States.
● Career Foundry. An online course with a 5 - 10 month self paced program length.
● Dev Mountain. A Utah based immersive 13 week bootcamp.
Data was then collected on bachelor’s degrees. The data categories being collected for
bachelor’s degrees was the same as for the bootcamps. Again, data was collected for ten
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programs, but eventually narrowed to five as well. The grounds whereby school removal was
determined were generally based upon whether or not the program focused too much on a
general knowledge of design — breaching into fields like industrial design or graphic design —
or deep technical knowledge revolving around code development rather than honing in on user
experience design or its specializations. The final list of bachelor’s programs used in this study
is:
● Utah Valley University (UVU) — B.S. Web Design and Development emphasizing on
Interaction and Design.
● Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD) B.F.A. User Experience Design.
● Kennesaw State University (KSU) B.S. Interactive Design.
● Purdue University (PU) B.S. UX Design.
● Santa Monica College (SMC) B.S. Interaction Design.
One unique consideration made for bachelors programs that didn’t have to be considered
with bootcamps was that bootcamps always list competencies. Their websites and course
descriptions focus on the competencies offered, whereas universities typically only list course
names with the exception of maybe a few competencies used to describe the purpose of the
program itself. Therefore, an attempt had to be made to compare a list of competencies against a
list of courses for each program.
To accomplish this comparison, there were several options. One option was to reach out
to the universities included in the study to request a list of each competency taught in each
course in their UX program. The second option was to my own knowledge as a User Experience
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Designer and B.S. in Interaction Design graduate to list the competencies involved in each
course offered by each UX degree program. Considering the low likelihood of being able to
receive an adequate response filled with the detailed information needed for the study from all
five universities in a timely manner during the COVID-19 pandemic, it was decided to pursue
the option of inputting competencies for each course manually. While this was not the preferred
option as it is slightly less accurate than having the schools themselves provide competencies
taught in each course, the experience I’ve had in the academic world of UX as well as my years
of experience as a professional in the industry provide me some merit with being able to guess
which competencies are involved in each course.
Upon completing collecting this data, it was then formatted into individual sheets where
any unnecessary information for the comparison could be filtered out. The chosen comparison
between bootcamps and bachelors degrees was in the breadth and depth offered by each
program. As stated by Ward Andrews,
“It’s rare — and not necessarily recommended — for one person to be an expert in every
area. However, many employers and clients still hunt for the mythical “unicorn:” the one
designer who can do insightful research, design meaningful products, write clear copy,
code, take amazing photos, and more. While you might occasionally find a true jack of all
trades, our team at Drawbackwards recommends the T-shaped approach.
Coined by Tim Brown of IDEO, the T-shaped designer has light knowledge in a broad
array of disciplines, as well as a deep expertise in a single one (or a few). Having breadth
of knowledge breeds respect among colleagues, allows us to understand each other’s
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work, and fuels collaboration and creativity. Humans crave mastery, though, so going
deeper on one or a few disciplines leads to better work and a stronger sense of purpose.”
(2018)
In initial, high-level comparisons, analyzing breadth and depth was found to be both easy
to identify in each program as well as helpful in providing an indication of how well a candidate
could fill a role with specific requirements such as fulfilling certain competency requirements as
part of the roles tasks, or certain depth requirements necessary to make it through the interview
process. In order to compare the breadth and depth of competencies between these programs,
first, a process was created to identify the breadth. The best way discovered for identifying
breadth was to create a list of core competencies that UX designers use. For this, the internet was
scoured for multiple UX competency lists. The three most comprehensive UX competency lists
found were created by several UX publications: Draw Backwards (2018), User Focus (Travis),
and UX Collective. While Draw Backwards and User Focus provided many competencies that I
agreed were key, Stephen Riley with UX Collective (2019) provided a framework to best group
and categorize competencies.
The framework he describes is typically used by the organization he works for to review
employees progress in an assessment. This assessment framework not only works well for
evaluating employees, but is also incredibly effective in categorizing competencies for our
purposes. Riley breaks his framework into four main sections:
1. Looking
2. Understanding
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3. Making
4. Emotional intelligence
These sections contained several competencies per section. Looking referred to
conducting testing and research; understanding referred to synthesizing information and mapping
experiences; making referred to iterative prototyping, presentation, and storytelling; and lastly,
emotional intelligence referred to self awareness and collaboration, and empathy and
compassion. Using those sections as a guide, a new framework was created specifically for this
study. Combining knowledge gleaned from these several articles, the following competency
sections were established:
1. Conducting user needs research (discovery)
2. Synthesizing information (understanding user and business objectives/limitations)
3. Mapping experiences (customer journey and information architecture)
4. Iterative design and prototyping (ideation)
5. Presentation and storytelling (visual design, technical/UX writing, interaction design)
6. Experience evaluation (usability testing, product auditing)
7. Emotional intelligence (self awareness, communication, collaboration, and leadership).
By breaking competencies out into these seven sections, it would be more practical to
record the competencies listed from these various programs and get an indication of how wide
the breadth of their teaching covered based on how many of the seven sections their
competencies covered as well as how many different competencies or skills were found within
each section. To assess and compare the depth of each program, an equation was used to help
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find how many hours each program spent learning a specific competency. The simple equation
was program length divided by competencies — for bootcamps — or by credit hours — for
universities. This provided an average for how many hours were devoted to each competency in
a bootcamp or how many hours were spent in a course for bachelor’s programs.
Because some bootcamps listed a vast amount of competencies, but others only listed
several, there needed to be a way to be able to compare these programs without the results being
inaccurately skewed simply because one program didn’t break out their competencies as
thoroughly. This is why the depth comparison chosen is effective in this circumstance. The depth
comparison works well by breaking into categories. If a program explicitly lists every
competency, their hours per category will still be comparable to a bootcamp that barely listed
any competencies. This is because whether they have many competencies in a competency group
worth a few hours or a few competencies worth many hours, the results even out to express the
same amount of depth.
On top of using a framework to break out UX competencies to compare these programs, a
point system was developed to provide a better way to compare programs that listed only a few
competencies taught against those who listed far more. For calculating the score for breadth,
after every competency taught by a program was placed under its respective section (referring to
the competency framework above), the following point rules were used to properly assign points.
1. Assign 1 point for “UX basics”, “intro to UX”, or any other similar variant.
2. Assign 1 point for each section containing a competency.
3. Assign 1 point for every two competencies within the same section.
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4. Assign 1 point for each branch into a different field (product management, development,
psychology)
The different rules for assigning points allow for rewarding a program for different
aspects which all contribute to a breadth of knowledge. Giving a point for including teaching
general and basic UX principles accounts for efforts and time spent in programs laying a
foundational knowledge of UX to then further build upon. Awarding a point for each section
helps clarify which aspects of UX the program is focusing on. As was mentioned earlier, Liu
(2019) states “There is no one-size-fits-all program that teaches you every aspect of UX design.”
However, there are programs which purport to do so, for which this point is assigned to identify
how many aspects of design a program claims to cover. The third point is given to help show
how much a section is expanded upon. The more skills and competencies taught within a section
not only affects the depth of knowledge for that section, but the breadth as well. The last point
for breadth is assigned to acknowledge that an understanding of roles within interdisciplinary
teams is an important part of being a functioning UX designer. Programs often teach courses and
competencies in product management, development, psychology, and graphic design to help
broaden students' knowledge. A separate set of rules was created to assign points to calculate a
program's depth.
1. Assign 1 point for every advanced or additional course/topic which acts as a sequel to
another.
2. Assign 1 point for every 40 hours spent receiving instruction per section.
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The first rule accounts for the added depth that advanced and expounding courses
provide. The more time invested into a competency, the deeper one's knowledge and familiarity
becomes which is represented in our data using the second rule. In the following figures
examining breadth and depth, the individual competency sections outlined in the created
framework will be used in these radar charts. Each competency section will be represented
respectively in a clockwise pattern ending in “O” standing for “Other” (see Figure 1). To account
for page real estate, in the actual charts, each section will be abbreviated.

Figure 1. A visual example of the full titles of competency groups and their positioning in the
radar chart.
After following the above-mentioned point system to find a program's overall breadth
and depth scores, calculations were made to break those scores down by competency section.
Using Bloc as an example (see Figure 2), the overall breadth score is 13 points. On Bloc’s radar
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chart for breadth, each level displayed represents 1 point. One of those points came from the
“Conducting User Needs Research” section, two came from “Synthesizing Information”, etc.
The sum of the points of each section equals the overall breadth score. A similar method is used
to find the point breakdown for depth, but requires slightly more calculation.
To find the individual section depth score, first, all competencies or courses listed by the
program are added together. The following equation is then used:
Overall depth score × (1 ÷ Total sum of competencies) = Competency value
Completing the equation chronologically:
● Divide the number one by the sum of the number of competencies provided by that
program.
● Then multiply the result by the overall depth score. This identifies what percentage of the
total number of competencies that one competency provides.
● Multiplying that percentage by the overall depth score then extrapolates the exact point
value one competency contributes to the overall depth score.
● Using this value multiplied by the number of competencies found in a section gives the
total number of points that section contributes to the overall depth score thus providing
the values for the depth radar chart.
The radar charts for depth have a different scale than breadth charts. While most values
conveniently fit onto the breadth radar charts using a scale of 1, the data for the depth charts
tended to be far too large to fit on a chart at the same scale. The depth charts used in this study
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are set to 4 points per level or a ¼ scale. Using these methods, the following values were found
and formatted into radar charts.

Bootcamps Breadth and Depth
A unique aspect to finding the depth score for bootcamps was that bootcamps list
competencies, not courses, and they run for weeks, not years. Taking these into account, in order
to apply the depth score equation previously mentioned, the hours spent learning competencies in
a particular section must first be discovered. In order to find out how many hours were spent in a
particular section, the following equation was used:
(Hours instructed per week × Number of weeks in the program) ÷ Total number of
competencies taught = Average number of hours per competency
Using this equation gave the number of hours spent learning a specific competency which
could then be multiplied by the number of competencies in a given section to discover the
number of hours spent learning within that section. This was then applied to discover the second
point in the depth point system.
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Figure 2. A radar chart of the competency breadth and depth score for Bloc.

Figure 3. A radar chart of the competency breadth and depth score for Ironhack.
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Figure 4. A radar chart of the competency breadth and depth score for General Assembly.

Figure 5. A radar chart of the competency breadth and depth score for Career Foundry.
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Figure 6. A radar chart of the competency breadth and depth score for Dev Mountain.
Upon examining these radar charts, despite all focusing on the same field, there is no
clearly identifiable pattern as to which sections bootcamps tend to focus on (see Figure 8). There
are certain programs such as General Assembly and Dev Mountain which tend to demonstrate
greater breadth than their follow bootcamps. This is potentially due to their websites providing
more data to then apply in this research.
When examining depth, there is no visible pattern for which sections bootcamps focus on
(see Figure 9). There is also no individual bootcamp that is doing exponentially better than the
others. Ironhack seems to have slightly less depth than the others. In general, the majority of
these bootcamps seem to have a similar breadth and depth score, with two exceptions. When
comparing breadth scores, General Assembly has a vastly better breadth score of 33, compared
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to the next highest which is Dev Mountain with a mere 16 points. The second exception also
pertains to breadth scores. Career foundry has a significantly low breadth score of 6.
Though each bootcamp has very different courses and curriculum, their scores are
relatively similar. This can likely be explained through comparing their program lengths. The
majority of these programs are between 9 – 13 months long. Interestingly enough, the two
exceptions to that length are Bloc and Career Foundry, both of which had the lowest amount of
breadth points and their depth points were not vastly different than the other bootcamps. Bloc
tied for top at 14 points along with General Assembly, but Career Foundry had a
middle-of-the-pack score of 12 depth points.

Figure 7. A radar chart of the average competency breadth and depth score for bootcamps.
Words
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Figure 8. A bar chart comparing each bootcamp's breadth score for the different competency
sections.
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Figure 9. A bar chart comparing each bootcamp's depth score for the different competency
sections.

Bachelors Degrees Breadth and Depth
The base calculations for universities depth was based on program credit hours. As a
note, some universities list their credit hours in semester credits and others in quarter credits.
Essentially this looks like total graduation hours being listed as 120 or 180 respectively. Using a
conversion chart created by the Walla Walla Community College in Washington State, programs
listed in quarter credit hours were adjusted to be 120 to match the other universities for better
comparison. By dividing that 5120 hours by 120 credits to graduate, an average of 42.6 hours per
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credit. This is the number of hours spent learning a specific competency which could then be
multiplied by the number of competencies in a given section to discover the number of hours
spent learning within that section. This was then applied to discover the second point in the depth
point system.

Figure 10. A radar chart of the competency breadth and depth score for Utah Valley University.
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Figure 11. A radar chart of the competency breadth and depth score for Savannah College of Art
and Design.
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Figure 12. A radar chart of the competency breadth and depth score for Kennesaw State
University.

Figure 13. A radar chart of the competency breadth and depth score for Purdue University.
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Figure 14. A radar chart of the competency breadth and depth score for Santa Monica College.
A clear trend found in the Bachelors Breadth Comparison chart is the tendency for UX
degree programs to centralize their instruction upon the Presentation and Storytelling
competency section (see Figure 15 and Figure 16). This is likely due to the fact that the majority
of UX programs in the US are actually Interaction Design programs. Three of the five bachelor’s
programs observed in this study are technically titled “Interaction Design” (or Interactive). In the
depth comparison, the same trend can be seen (see Figure 17). One area in which all bachelor’s
programs tend to delve into less is the Experience Evaluation section.
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Figure 15. A radar chart of the average competency breadth and depth score for bachelor’s
programs.
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Figure 16. A bar chart comparing each bachelor’s programs breadth score for the different
competency sections.
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Figure 17. A bar chart comparing each bachelor’s programs depth score for the different
competency sections.

Comparing Bootcamps Against Bachelors
Some interesting trends appeared through looking at these charts. As can be seen in
Figure 18 and Figure 19, in the majority of areas, bachelors programs had a higher average
breadth. Though this is the case, the difference between the two types of programs is minimal.
Both bootcamps and bachelor’s programs have a very similar level of breadth. A possibility of
why this is true might be due to both types of programs having the same goal; creating job-ready
professionals. Both types of programs seem to attempt to cover the same breadth of knowledge.
As a note, alluding to what was noticed earlier, bachelor’s programs seem to have a significantly
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higher focus on Presentation and Storytelling, likely due to their underlying attention towards
IxD. As bootcamps have such short programs and are already attempting to cover such a wide
discipline as UX, there is probably not enough time to allow for students to aim their efforts
towards one specialization as niche as IxD. Some bootcamps do have a specialization branch
towards the end of their curriculums in which students may choose which UX path to go down,
but the majority of these programs only split between a Web Designer and a UX Designer, where
the Web Designer route focuses much more heavily on development. A few bootcamps exist that
break down their curriculum into UX specialization routes, but those routes focused mainly on
UI design or Research. That being said, despite any type of specialization, bootcamps don’t have
enough consistency in curriculum to be able to identify any pattern among them similar to that
explained above for bachelor’s degrees.
Though there are similarities and minimal differences when comparing these two
program types' breadth scores, the major divergence between the two occurs when examining
their depth score. As seen in Figure 18, Figure 22, Figure 23, and Figure 24, bootcamps have
significantly lower depth scores. This is a direct impact of their intentionally short program
length.
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Figure 18. A radar chart comparing the average competency breadth and depth score for
bachelor’s programs against bootcamp’s.
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Figure 19. A bar chart comparing the average competency breadth score for the different
competency sections for bachelor’s programs against bootcamp’s.
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Figure 20. A bar chart comparing the competency breadth score for the different competency
sections for bachelor’s programs against bootcamp’s.
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Figure 21. A bar chart comparing the average total competency breadth score for bachelor’s
programs against bootcamp’s.
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Figure 22. A bar chart comparing the average competency depth score for the different
competency sections for bachelor’s programs against bootcamp’s.
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Figure 23. A bar chart comparing the competency depth score for the different competency
sections for bachelor’s programs against bootcamp’s.
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Figure 24. A bar chart comparing the average total competency depth score for bachelor’s
programs against bootcamp’s.
The goal of both program types is to prepare their students to become convincing
candidates, capable of fulfilling UX design positions. As was observed in the charts above, while
bootcamps and bachelor’s degrees cover a similar curriculum, two main differences stand out.
1. Bachelor’s programs almost always specialize both in breadth and depth upon Interaction
Design as a concentration whereas bootcamps are relatively inconsistent in their
curriculum.
2. Bootcamp’s program length is so short that their average depth score is a mere 13% of
what a bachelor’s degree in UX provides (see Figure 24).
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The old saying, “an inch deep and a mile wide” summarizes well the methodology used
by bootcamps in their instruction. The goal is to cover the entire breadth of the UX discipline in
as short of time as possible. The question then presents itself, how well do bootcamps
accomplish this goal? Is the sacrifice to depth beneficial or a disadvantage?

Comparing The Two Program Types Against Job Listing Requirements
While comparing bachelor’s degrees against bootcamps sets the stage well for the rest of
the study, leaving it at that would be a disservice to bootcamps, as they are handicapped in a
direct comparison due to their intentionally shortened program lengths. As the purpose of this
study is to determine how well bootcamp graduates qualify for internships and entry level
positions, it is now time to introduce the job postings we’ll be using for the following
comparison.
In any industry, in smaller companies, there is a higher chance of finding adolescent
teams, more general and blended roles, and inconsistencies with expectations or tasks related to
that role. This is a result of needing fewer employees to do the work of many to decrease costs as
well as a natural decrease in maturity and experience levels among smaller organizations. Larger
companies are able to hire more expensive and experienced veterans who can more accurately
maintain the quality of their hires by creating job postings asking for candidates that will
contribute to a design culture within the company in a meaningful way. This means job postings
from bigger companies better reflect an accurate depiction of what a role is supposed to look and
act like through the qualifications and requirements listed in the posting itself. With this in mind,
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only listings from highly established and mature design teams among credible, industry leading
technology companies have been selected.
While searching for job postings, an unfortunate occurrence limited search results for
normal entry level job postings, but especially for internships. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
nearly all tech companies with established design teams began a hiring freeze exactly during the
time this portion of the study was being completed. This pandemic was not preventable, but it
should be recognized that there was a direct impact on the existence of UX designer internship
job postings. Due to this, though the study was once going to focus equally on UX internship
postings as well as UX entry level positions, the study will now feature mostly entry level
positions with the exception of one internship. The UX job postings that were ultimately selected
for this study were:
● Microsoft — Full-time UX Designer Intern
● Dropbox — Interaction Designer, Customer Experience
● Apple — Product Designer, Design Systems
● IBM — UI/UX Designer
● Facebook — Product Designer — Assistant
To best analyze the competencies required by job postings in order to effectively
compare the results with the data collected earlier for the bootcamps and bachelor’s degrees
analysis, it was determined to use the same process and equations to find the breadth and depth
scores for each job posting. For the depth process, if the company listed a requirement of a
degree or equivalent work experience, the average bachelor’s depth chart was used as a base
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which was then built upon it as experience with certain competencies were mentioned in addition
(see Figure 15). This strategy worked well due to the similarity of each of the UX bachelor’s
degrees depth charts. For job postings that don’t mention requiring a bachelor’s degree, any
available information pertaining to a competencies depth was used to fill in the gaps. However, it
is important to acknowledge that due to the omission of a specified depth that can easily be
calculated, it became very unclear what the actual standard for the depth of potential candidates
skills and competencies the company was going to judge.
What was found through this section of the research was that companies with mature
design teams that pay well tend to have two things in common (see Figures 25 – 29):
1. They almost always have elements of specialization found in their breadth charts, asking
for experience in a certain emphasis within UX design based upon the jobs duties and
tasks.
2. They almost all require a bachelor’s degree in a design related field or the equivalent
applicable work experience.
These two observations may stem from several different factors. The first likely is a
result of larger companies tending to have more developed teams. This impacts the type of
people they hire because they no longer need to hire one person to do several jobs, but rather, can
hire multiple people to break a single job into minute specializations to improve the quality of
output from that field. In UX design, this can look like a team having a UX researcher, a UX
designer, a UI designer, and an interaction designer all working on one small aspect of a product
while other design teams of a similar consistency focus on other parts, or on creating a
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centralized design system for the company. Smaller organizations are rarely able to afford such a
fleshed out design team and often, depending on the size of the company, are able to only hire
one small team of designers, all focusing generally on UX for all aspects of the company's
product.
It is less clear why the second observation is true. There are several potential reasons.
One reason could be larger, established organizations have a tradition of hiring talent in other
fields with the requirement of a degree, which tradition then crosses over into hiring for UX.
Another reason could be simply that they can afford it. In a study conducted by the Association
of Public and Land-grant Universities, it was found that bachelor’s degree graduates make an
average of $32,000 more per year than those whose highest formal education is a highschool
diploma. The last reason could be that these organizations have an established enough design
culture to see the vast benefits of an added measure of depth and understanding in candidates and
hold that as a standard for their potential hirees.
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Figure 25. A radar chart of the competency breadth and depth score for Microsoft's job listing.

Figure 26. A radar chart of the competency breadth and depth score for Dropbox’s job listing.
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Figure 27. A radar chart of the competency breadth and depth score for Apple’s job listing.

Figure 28. A radar chart of the competency breadth and depth score for IBM’s job listing.
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Figure 29. A radar chart of the competency breadth and depth score for Facebook’s job listing.
To briefly compare how well bachelor’s degrees and bootcamps reach the requirements
listed by these companies, the average bootcamps scores and average bachelor’s scores were
directly compared to two of the aforementioned job postings. The first posting chosen was
IBM’s. This posting was chosen because it had the highest scores in the breadth and depth charts
compared to the other postings. When compared with the average bachelor’s degrees breadth
scores, it is clear there are several areas in which the standard bachelor’s program under-delivers
on expectations, namely, the Mapping Experiences section, which appears to be more important
to IBM (see Figure 30). When comparing the scores of the depth chart, the similarities are more
clear and the average bachelor’s program fulfills nearly all of the requirements. Two things
should be noted here.
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The first is that this similarity is likely due to the fact that the job postings depth chart is
based on the average bachelor’s degrees depth chart because IBM requires a bachelor's degree in
order to apply for this position. The second note is that while this is how the average bachelor’s
program lines up with the job requirements, each university's program was slightly different and
various programs may do better at overlapping and fulfilling requirements.
The average bootcamp’s scores did nearly equally well with fulfilling breadth
requirements, lacking in the same area as the average bachelor’s program (see Figure 31). Where
the bootcamp’s severely failed to meet requirements was in respect to competency depth. The
main reason here being that IBM requires a bachelor’s degree in UX or a related field or
equivalent work experience in UX.
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Figure 30. A radar chart comparing the average bachelor’s programs breadth and depth scores
for the different competency sections against IBM's job listing.

Figure 31. A radar chart comparing the average bootcamp’s breadth and depth scores for the
different competency sections against IBM's job listing.
Comparison was also made between the two program types and the Microsoft internship
position (see Figure 32 and Figure 33). This position was chosen for this direct comparison
because it was the only UX internship position found. In most areas, the average bachelor’s
degree breadth was able to cover what the internship was asking for, only lacking in some
Emotional Intelligence competencies as well as some topics classified under Other. As for depth,
the bachelor’s degree nearly completely satisfied the demands of the job posting.
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When comparing the average bootcamp’s scores to the posting, the same pattern as found
with the IBM comparison was found here. Bootcamp’s do as well as bachelor’s degrees at
fulfilling the breadth requirements, but again, fall short with depth requirements. This is likely
due to the fact that Microsoft is requiring a bachelor’s degree in UX that is either almost
complete or recently completed or a required field to be able to apply for this position.

Figure 32. A radar chart comparing the average bachelor’s programs breadth and depth scores
for the different competency sections against Microsoft's job listing.
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Figure 33. A radar chart comparing the average bootcamp’s breadth and depth scores for the
different competency sections against Microsoft's job listing.
The results discovered through this study were that in general, bachelor’s degrees in UX
and UX bootcamps cover nearly the same material and provide the same breadth to their
students, despite some slight variations among the competencies taught by bootcamps. Though
this is true for breadth, these programs vary greatly in depth. On average, bootcamp’s provide a
mere 13% of the depth provided by bachelor’s degrees because of their exponentially smaller
program length.
When compared with internship and entry level job postings from established
organizations, it was found that bachelor’s degrees, on average, prepare students well for these
types of positions, but do not, in general, fully prepare students for the various specializations
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these companies may look for in UX design job candidates, especially as they relate to breadth.
With depth, however, the average UX bachelor’s program matches well with most job postings
requiring a bachelor’s degree.
Bootcamps tend to come very close to fulfilling job requirements relating to breadth.
Nevertheless, they all tend to struggle with providing even a portion of the level of depth asked
for in the job postings observed. This is partially due to the fact that all but one of the job
postings found required a bachelor’s degree. If comparing the average bootcamp’s depth scores
(see Figure 7) to the depth score of the Facebook job posting (see Figure 33), though
inconclusive, this relation seems much closer and given that Facebook provided no educational
requirements, is a much likelier fit than with the other postings.

Further Research
The information provided by programs was scattered and inconsistent. Though hours
were spent reviewing dozens of programs, still those remaining have varying levels of how much
information was provided by the school. This diversity may result in slightly skewed results
where the programs who provided more information have slightly better results. Were I to do this
study again, I would invest more time into gathering information from specific schools through
communications with the schools representatives to obtain all necessary information for a
completely accurate study.
If I were to do this study again, I would develop a better system for comparing the
breadth of programs against one another. Due to the nature or bootcamps, they list competencies
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taught, not courses, whereas Universities may list some competencies, but generally only list
courses. Many competencies are taught in each course, especially considering each course alone
is typically at least the length of an entire bootcamp, but just from the course name, there was no
feasible way to extrapolate each competency taught in each course in each program.
I would also create a better system for comparing depth of programs. While my system I
used was decent at providing a general guess at how much depth a particular institution devoted
to a competency, I’m sure there are much better ways — especially given more time to conduct
the research — that could more accurately provide a better idea at how much depth was provided
to a particular competency. Most of the way through this study, I learned about the negative
aspects of using radar charts to display information. (Holtz) Were I to do this study again, I
would use “lollipop charts” or solely bar graphs rather than radar charts because they are more
simple and require less cognitive effort to glean the same information.
One issue was finding job postings. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, nearly all tech
companies with established design teams were on a hiring freeze. This pandemic was not
preventable, but I do recognize that there was potentially a slight impact with the quality of job
postings found.
I recommend future research be conducted to examine how well these programs prepare
students to fulfill internship positions as well as entry level positions at smaller organizations.
Due to time constraints, the study had to be limited to looking at job postings from large,
established organizations with mature design teams. Others could expand upon this research by
studying the same, but for a greater variety of UX job postings.
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I also recommend research be conducted to discover the competency differences between
a bachelor’s degree graduate and a bootcamp graduate with relevant work experience equalling
that of a bachelor’s degree subtracting the length of their bootcamp. This would be interesting to
identify the advantages of spending 4 years studying UX or of quickly learning UX in a
bootcamp and being able to work for the remaining time. Such a study would help clarify the
pros and cons to beginning a UX career with bootcamp education or a bachelor’s degree.

Final Conclusion
Initially, it was assumed that though the UX industry is currently hiring potential UX
designers with degrees in UX at the same levels as potential designers with only bootcamp
certificates, the superior breadth and depth of UX bachelor degree graduates should necessitate
hiring these designers at higher levels than candidates from UX bootcamps. In summary, the
results showed that, on average, UX bachelor’s degrees teach a very similar breadth of
knowledge as UX bootcamps, but far surpass bootcamp’s in providing students with a depth of
knowledge. When comparing these two program types to internship and entry level job postings,
though both bootcamps and bachelor’s programs mostly covered the job postings breadth
requirements, bootcamp’s in particular severely lacked the depth needed to fulfill the jobs
requirements. This was true for both the entry level jobs observed as well as the internship found.
This supports my previous assumption that UX bootcamp graduates are not adequately prepared
for entry level UX positions and should not be regarded as having nearly the same competence
level as bachelor’s programs.
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Provided this study, the industry should continue moving towards encouraging and
expecting greater, deeper formal education from the upcoming generation of future UX
designers. As the industry becomes more mature, establishes clear educational requirements for
job candidates at different levels, and constantly encourages future designers to learn as much as
they can and enter the industry well prepared, the industries skill level as a whole will rise and
the old expectations of entering the workforce with extremely limited knowledge and learning on
the job will become an exception to the standard, rather than the norm.
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